Chief Advisor
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20 December 2012
Dear Chief Advisor
Submission on the E
Exp
Exposure
xposure
osure Draft of the General Anti Avoi
Avoidance
Avoidance
dance Rule in Part
IVA of the Income Ta
Tax
x Assessment Act 1936 and Explanator
Explanatory Material
We refer to the Assistan
Assistantt Treasurer’s release of the Exposure Draft
raft le
legislation
gislation contained in
Tax Laws Amendment ((2013
2013 Measures No 1) Bill 2013:
013: General anti
anti-avoidance rules and
Explanatory Memorand
emorandum
um in relation to the previously announced proposed amendments to
the general anti-avoidan
avoidance
ce provisions in Part IVA of the Income Tax Assessment Act 1936
1936.
In response to thee invita
invit
invitation
ation
tion for comments on the proposed amendme
amendments,
amendments,
nts, we welcome the
opportunity to provide tthe
he following submissions, on behalf of PricewaterhouseCoopers
Pricew
PricewaterhouseCoopers
aterhouseCoopers
(“PwC”), in connection w
with
ith the proposed amendments.
Executive Summary
In PwC’s view the Gover
Government
nment should proceed cautiously in the refor
reform of Part IVA in order
to ensure that amendme
amend
amendments
ments
nts give effect only to clear policy intent without
with
without
out creating unintended
or uncertain consequen
consequenc
consequences
ces
es or create difficulties in the administration
administration of the law for the
Australian Taxation Offic
Officee (ATO), taxpayers and advisers.
The Government has for
fo
formed
rmed
med the clear policy intent that a taxpayer sh
should
should not be able to
avoid the conclusion tha
th
that
att there is a “tax benefit” by the argument tha
that
thatt it is not reasonable to
expect, or that they wou
would
ld have not, pursued an alternative to the sch
scheme
eme that exposed the
taxpayer to substantial Australian
Australian income taxation (the so-called
called “do
“do nothing” defence)
defence).
PwC acknowledges that the Government will have considered represe
representations
representations that such a
policyy intent is inapprop
inappro
inappropriate
priate
riate but nonetheless considers it is the appr
appropriate
appropriate
opriate policy intent to
underlie an amendment
amendment of Part IVA. PwC, noting that the Assistant Treasurer’s
Treasurer’s
announcement calls for submissions on the proposed amendments, and
and will not seek to
further
rther agitate debate on
on this aspect of policy intent.
PwC considers that the d
drafting
rafting of proposed s177CB(1)(a)
177CB(1)(a) in the Expo
Exposure
sure Draft is sufficient
and appropriate to achie
ach
achieve
ieve
ve the proposed policy intent of the Government.
Governme
Government.
nt. PwC recommends
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that the Government sto
st
stop
op
p there unless and until a clear case for further
furth
further
er changes can be
demonstrated and coher
coherent
ent policy intent defined for further reform.
The Exposure Draft Legi
Legislation (EDL) and Explanatory Memorandum
Memorandum (EM) however, in
terms of policy intent, go
goes considera
considerably
bly further than the Media Rele
Releases
ases by the Assistant
Treasurer on 1 March an
and
d 15 May 2012. This is acknowledged in par
para
a 1.85 of the EM, which
explains the deferral of tthe
he announced date of effect from 2 March to
to 16 November 2012 was
in part “to recognise tha
th
that
att the amendments are being proposed in a fo
form
form
rm the public may not
have readily anticipate
anticipated
d when the measure was first announced.”
PwC is concerned that:







The matters deal
dealt with as a whole in the EDL and EM are con
considerable
siderable in the breadth
and impact but the
heir policy justification has not been convinc
convincingly
ingly demonstrated in
the EM and the d
drafting
rafting of the EDL does not succeed in being
being clear and without
considerable diff
difficulties.
iculties.
The
he current cons
consultation
ultation process on the EDL and EM – effect
effectively a month to
comment up to 119
9 December 2012 – is therefore wholly inade
inadequate
quate for the purp
purpose of
sound policy dev
development,
elopment, legislative design and drafting.
From the perspe
persp
perspective
ective of Australia’s national interest in havin
having
g a healthy tax system,
PwC is very con
conccerned
erned that the EDL and EM will in their curr
current form be highly
detrimental.. The
The drafting has many unintended consequence
consequences,
consequences,
s, is uncertain and
convoluted.
It is likely that a decade at least of practical experience and ju
judicial
judicial
dicial consideration will
be required to un
understand
derstand the proposed amendments. During
During this time, in respect of
a provision which
which is of general application to the entire tax ba
base,
base,
se, there will be
uncertainty and unintended consequences for the ATO in app
applying
lying the law, tax
rulings, tax audit
auditss and in litigation.
litigation Advisers and taxpayers will also face enormous
difficulties. The current
current requirements of the EDL will simply be beyond the capacity
of most small sc
scale
ale tax agents and advisers and their clients.

PwC counsels that defer
deferral
ral of the introduction of legislation
legislati on pending a longer and more
substantial consultation
consultation process, including abrogation of the do noth
nothing
nothing
ing defence, would be
prudent compared to am
aamendment
mendment
endment in stages to introduce first the abrogation
abro
abrogation and later other
amendments. This is be
because
cause the means by which the later stages ar
aree drafted may require
redrafting of the abrogat
abroga
abrogation
tion provision, with consequent inefficiency and
and disruption.
PwC is seriously concern
concerned
ed about whether the first 16 pages of the EM is founded on an
unimpeachably correct u
understanding
nderstanding of the current law, policy inten
intentt and its history. The
Explanatory Materials in
indeed
deed make it uncertain as to whether the Go
Government’s
vernment objection
and cause for action is p
premised
remised on the alleged misapplication of goo
good
good
d law by the Courts or
the correct application
ation o
off deficient law needing to be rectified. Until such clarification is
expressly provided any p
proposed
roposed amendments will remain uncertain
uncertain as to what and how they
seek to address.
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In PwC’s view, therefore
therefore the Government should allow considerably more time for discussion
of the policy issues reflec
reflected in the EDL and EM
EM. Part IVA has done well for over 30 years
and a longer consultatio
consultati
consultation
on
n process will be a better way to develop amendments,
ame
amendments,
ndments, if necessary,
which will be sound and
and robust for future decades. It could be that th
that
that the Board of
Taxation should be enga
engaged
ged to further
further undertake policy discussion an
and consultation before
the Government conside
considers
rs further amendment of Part IVA. Conside
Considerable
rable attention needs to
be given to real exampl
example
examples,
es,
s, not only in decided cases but in respect of matters on which the
Commissioner has consi
nsidered it necessary to give public guidance.
Reasons for Submission
Submission
1. Part IVA has stoo
stood the test of time so caution is prudent befor
before undertaking reform
In PwC’s view Part IVA, since its introduction in 1981, has generally worked reasonably well
and is reasonably well un
u
understood
nderstood by both the Commissioner of Taxa
Taxation
Taxation
tion (“the
Commissioner”) and tax
ta
taxpayers
xpayers
payers alike. In many, perhaps the majority,
majority, of cases, the
Commissioner has been well served by both the provisions and
d the Co
Courts
urt when applying
them.
2. The Basic Archite
Architecture of Part IVA works well
Great care should be tak
taken
en before the basic architecture of Part IVA is disturbed. It has
objectively stood the tes
testt of time very well if one takes a non
non-partisan
partisan view of its history.
There are several elemen
eleme
elements
nts
ts of the architecture which seem intentionally
intentiona
intentionally
lly or unintentionally to
be at risk in the EDL and
and EM.
Part IVA already integra
integrates
te concepts of the scheme, tax benefit and p
purpose
urpose of the parties
who enter into or carry o
out
ut the scheme but the EDL and EM seek to restate
restate the method by
which they integrate in a way that
t
has possibly profound consequenc
quences.
es. This occurs by
principally:




seeking to const
onstrain the reasonableness tests in s177C
s177 (reaso
(reasonable
nable expectation and
would) by the sta
statutory assumptions in proposed s177CB;
s177CB
taking into accou
acco
account
unt the dominant purpose factors in s177D in applying the new
alternate postula
postulate test in proposed s177CB(1)(b);
the intent expres
expressed in the EM (paras 1.93
1.93-1.94)
1.94) seek to mak
makee dominant purpose in
relation to the sc
sscheme
cheme
heme the first question and then tax benefit a subsidiary question.

Each of these disturbs p
principles
rinciples fundamental to the current design of
of Part IVA:
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Part IVA is a pro
pr
provision
ovision
vision of last resort in the statutory sense tha
that
thatt it only applies when a
tax benefit is obt
ob
obtained.
tained.
ained. If no tax benefit is obtained, Part IVA
IVA cannot apply.
Part IVA only ap
applies
plies in exceptional cases. Part IVA should n
not
ot be drafted so as to
interfere with the
the ordinary/straightforward operation of the A
Act
ct under which a




taxpayer getting a favourable tax result does not necessarily me
mean
an that tax has been
avoided such as to achieve a tax benefit.
The tax benefit in
inquiry
quiry in s177C determines the identity and q
quantity
uantity of the tax
avoided (making
(making no finding of purpose) and then s177D operates.
opera
operates.
What is a tax ben
be
benefit
nefit
efit is determined by a test of comparison wit
with
with
h a reasonable
alternative.

PwC is concerned that th
the proposed amendments are illogical and un
u nworkable as the purpose
inquiry in s177D presupp
presupposes that a tax benefit has been obtained.
PwC is also concerned th
tthat
hat the proposed amendments will operate un
unfairly
unfairly as the statutory
assumptions will restrict
restrict and therefore comprise the fundamental req
requirement of a
reasonable comparison w
with
ith an alternate postulate. That is the, the sstatutory
tatutory assumptions
will require that to some
some degree the comparison is not reasonable. Further the requirement
under proposed s177C(2
s177C(2)) could practically foreclose the ability of the
the Court to assess
dominant purpose unde
und
under
err section 177D despite a stated Government p
policy
olicy intent not to
interfere with the operat
operation of that test.
If the Government consi
cons
considers
iders that the fundamental architecture of Part
Pa
Part
rt IVA should be
changed, such
ch as in thes
the
these
see areas, an entirely more suitable process to the month long
consultation process ann
announced
ounced on 16 November 2012 should be und
undertaken.
3. Uncertain and co
convoluted
nvoluted drafting
The drafting of the EDL is extremely convoluted and challenging to in
interpret
terpret and apply. Such
outcomes are obviously undesirable and should be avoided.
The following are key eex
xamples:
amples:
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What is the “same
“same”” non
non-tax effect (proposed s177CB(1)(b)(i))?
)?
What is an “effec
“effect”
t” (proposed s177CB)?
s177CB)
How does the “in
“incidental”
cidental” test work (proposed s177CB(3)(b)
s177CB(3)(b)))?
How does propos
proposed s177CB(2) work
work?
If a conclusion is
is formed in reliance on proposed s177CB(2) that
th
that there is a tax benefit,
how will s177D
177D b
bee applied on its own? Is the conclusion under
under s177D effectively
prejudged by the
the application of s177CB(2)?
Proposed s177CB
177CB(1)(a)
(1)(a) and (b) reference to "refrain" may sug
suggest
gest intent, which is
difficult to conce
conc
conceptualise
eptualise
ptualise in a negative hypothetical assumptio
assumption.
assumption.
n.
Proposed s177CB
177CB(1)(a)
(1)(a) introduces terms foreign to Part IVA aand
nd results in a provision
which is unclear and ambiguous. That is, Part IVA operates b
byy reference to a “person”.
The introduction
introduction of the word “participant” to a scheme may ccause
ause confusion for
taxpayers, the Co
Commissioner
mmissioner and the Courts.
Proposed
d s177CB
s177CB(1)(b)
(1)(b) – reference to “intending” to achieve for the taxpayer lends
itself to a subject
subjec
subjective
tive
ive enquiry. Part IVA has always been based upon an objective
enquiry.

These drafting difficultie
difficultiess will produce many problems for the Commis
Commissioner
sioner as well as
taxpayers as cases will a
all
ll turn on their facts as applied by these new concepts.
4. Drafting Errors
There are two potential areas of error in the drafting.
The first is areas of pate
paten
nt mistake. For example, the new objects cla
clause
use seems to be
concerned with schemes
schemes undertaken for a sole or dominant tax purpo
purpose.
purpose. This of course is not
the current law or presu
pres
presumably
umably
mably the law as is proposed to be amended,
amended, which concerns the
purpose of a person who
who entered into or carried out the identified sch
scheme. More bluntly
schemes don’t have a pu
purpose,
rpose, people do. As the objects clause is neit
neither
her correct nor
operative it would be ap
appropriate
propriate to delete it altogether.
The second concerns un
unintended
intended consequences (see further below). The problems are so
grave (especially for the Commissioner) as to suggest the drafting itse
itself
itself is flawed.
5. Drafting Style or
or Conceptual Difficulties underlying Policy In
Intent?
Intent?
tent?
It may be that the draftin
draft
drafting
ing
g style, which is highly prescriptive, causes difficulty. But going to
the other end of the spec
spe
spectrum,
ctrum,
trum, principles based drafting, may simply
simply cause difficulties.
Key terms will necessaril
necessarilyy be subject to the normal principles of statu
st atutory
tory interpretation and
the risk the judges, face
faced
d with outcomes they consider unjust, will be
be inclined to analysis
which serves the interes
intere
interests
sts
ts of justice despite legislative terminology. Examples
Examples of drafting
uncertainty noted above
above are prime candidates for such judicial behav
behaviour,
iour, with judges having
available legislative reso
res
resources
ources
urces outside the amendment such as the scheme
sch
scheme definition, the
reasonableness test in s1
s177C and the dominant purpose test in s177D
177D..
Further, the Commission
Commissioner will be under increased pressure to exerc
exercise
ise his discretion either
not to make a Part IVA d
determination
etermination or to make compensating adju
adjustments
adjustments
stments in cases where
unfair or unreasonable o
outcomes
utcomes occur.
The deeper problem is w
whether
hether any drafting can give effect to the pol
policy
policy in
intent or whether
that intent is presently rrequiring
equiring further work to arrive at a clear inte
intent
intent
nt capable of being given
appropriate legislative eeffect.
ffect. This deeper problem is addressed by th
the
the question of
unintended consequence
consequences.
6. Unintended Con
Consequences
sequences
Proposed
ed s177CB seems to be prone to several areas of unintended co
consequence.
consequence.
nsequence. These
difficulties essentially ar
aare
ree exposed because of a tension between at le
least
least
ast three principles for
the operation of the alte
alternate postulate concept – annihilation, recon
reconstruction
struction aand
speculation.
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To illustrate, by mandat
manda
mandating
ting
ing a comparison with an alternate postulate
postulate as it does, the
Commissioner may now
now be prone to losing several categories of case (at least in respect of tax
benefits that the Commis
Com
Commissioner
missioner
sioner might currently win under current law
la
law).
w
For example, in
n relation
relation to the facts of the RCI case, the likely intent is that the amendments
are probably hoped to an
annihilate the dividend from the scheme so th
that
at the alternate postulate
is a sale from under the US to Malta, with capital proceeds increased
increased because the shares
include the profits other
othe
otherwise
rwise
wise paid by dividend. It is hard to see propo
proposed
proposed s177CB(1)(c)
applying as the dividend
dividend and the scheme had a significant level of comme
commercial
rcial purpose and
could not be described a
ass merely incidental. Proposed s177C(1)(b) w
would
ould apply and it is
conceivable that some ot
other payment or indebtedness could at least conceptually be
postulated equal to the a
amount
mount of the dividend, with the result
resu lt that n
no
o tax benefit is obtained
by the taxpayer.
That said the RCI facts illustrate
illustrate another problem – whether the stat
statutory
utory assumption in
proposed s177CB(1)(b) ccan
an in a real case be given effect. In RCI the transaction
transaction collectively
involved in excess of 30 documents spread over an 8 month period
period,, rraising
aising the question of
how it could be sensibly reconstructed such that the parties would stil
still
stilll achieve the same nontax effects (including the
the payment of a dividend),
), but which result in a differe
different tax outcome.
It would be a very odd result for the Government if,
if on RCI facts, RCI
RCI would still win despite
being unable to argue th
tthe
hee “do nothing” defence due to its abrogation by proposed
s177CB(1)(a).
In relation to the facts fo
ffor
orr the AXA case, again an annihilation is probably
prob
probably hoped for such that
there is a direct sale to th
tthe
he ultimate purchaser rather than the variou
various
variouss steps that
intermediated before tha
that sale. The difficulty is that intermediated st
steps may not be
incidental and are argua
argu
arguable
able
ble not incidental to the tax effects, with the result that again
proposed s177CB(1)(b) m
may
ay apply. On a same non
non-tax
tax effect compar
comparison
ison it may be that
actually a transaction ot
other
her than a direct sale will be the alternate po
postulate.
stulate.
The point here is that tth
the
hee EDL and EM in these examples may be intended
inte
intended to operate to
annihilate but proposed
proposed s177CB may result in (and perhaps always re
requires)
quires) a conclusion
involving reconstruction
reconstruction..
No doubt the EDL and E
EM
M seek to stop unconstrained speculation in applying s177C but in
seeking to do so seems to
to on these examples run the risk of unintended
unintend
unintended
ed losses for the revenue
because instead of annih
annihilation
ilation there is speculative reconstruction.
The examples just given
given are in relation to
t income tax benefits.
In relation to deduction tax benefits the revenue will be even worse off
off because the
Commissioner will, unle
unl
unless
ess
ss proposed s177CB(1)(c) applies, always be u
unable
nable to argue that the
scheme was to “do nothi
nothing” eg no finance would be raise
raised.
d. Here the debate will in financing
cases be between differe
differ
different
ent
nt types of financing. This will test the requir
requirement
requirement
ement of the “same
non-tax
tax effects” as no fo
form
rm of financing is ever literally the same.
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It may be that the route to save the Commissioner is through propose
proposed
proposed s177CB(1)(c). Already
the Commissioner unde
underr the current law has no difficulty winning ca
cases
cases
ses involving aggressive
tax planning, whether in the area of mass marketed investment schemes
scheme
schemess or extreme forms of
structured finance. Examp
Exa
Example
mple
le 1.3 in the EM poses an example of a transaction
tra
transaction
nsaction that is
structured as to make its
its tax effects dominate so its commercial effec
effects
effects
ts are treated as
incidental and to be igno
ignored.
red. Whilst such an example may alre
already
ady be
be caught by the existing
provisions, PwC is conc
conce
concerned
erned
rned that the proposed wording may go furt
further
further
her and may apply to
strike down ordinary comme
co
commercial
mmercial
rcial arrangements, such as a sale and le
lease
lease
ase back (versions of
which have been found n
not
ot to attract Part IVA as found
found by the Federa
Federal Court in the decisions
of Eastern Nitrogen and
and Metal Manufacturers).
If the result is that a non
non-tax
tax effect (such as a legal transaction) is dee
deemed not to have such an
effect then the appropria
appropriateness
teness of an amendment is highly debata
debatable
ble..
The conceptual proble
problem
m with the analysis underlying proposed s177CB(1)(c)
s177CB
s177CB(1)(c)
(1)(c) is that the tax
law does not allow a tax benefit to obtained in respect of a nullity such
suc
such
h as a sham. Under the
current architecture of P
Part
art IVA the question of substance ver
versus
sus form
form is deal
dealt with in the
dominant purpose analy
anal
analysis
ysis
sis in s177D. In PwC’s view the problem that
that proposed s177CB(1)(c)
is trying to addressed is misconceived as one that can be addressed under
under s177C or proposed
s177CB but is correctly and
and appropriately addressed
addressed under the curren
currentt law in s177D.
Next Steps
If you would wish furthe
furth
further
err discussion or elaboration please do not hes
hesitate
hesitate
itate to contact me.

Yours sincerely

Michael Bersten
Partner
Tax and Legal Services

PricewaterhouseCooperss is committed to providing our clients with tthe
PricewaterhouseCooper
he very best service. We
would appreciate your fe
ffeedback
eedback
edback or suggestions for improvement. Yo
You
You
u can provide this
feedback by talking to yo
yyour
our
ur engagement partner, calling us within Australia
Au
Australia
stralia on 1300 792 111
or visiting our website http://www.pwcfeedback.com.au/
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